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Key tips 
to help 
you 
research 
smarter

Master the keyword search

Filter your results and analyze for trends

Explore the citation network

Save your searches and set up alerts
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Web of Science Core Collection | Basic Search 
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Search Fields
• Topic
• Title
• Author
• Author Identifiers
• All Fields
• Group Author
• Editor
• Publication Name
• DOI
• Year Published
• Address
• Organizations-Enhanced
• Conference
• Language
• Document Type
• Funding Agency
• Grant Number
• Accession Number
• PubMed ID

Fields mined to return results in a common Topic Search: 

1. The Title of the article, review, proceeding, book, etc. 

2. The Abstract, which is the work's summary containing the key points discussed such as 
research question, methodology, discussion and conclusion. This field is supplied by the 
author(s) of the article or paper.

3. The Keywords and Keywords Plus fields: The keywords field is the one supplied by the 
author(s) and "tags" the main and sub topics of the paper's content.  The keywords plus 
field is an algorithm that provides expanded terms stemming from the record's cited 
references or bibliography.

Guidelines https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS534DR3/help/WOS/hp_search.html

https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS534DR3/help/WOS/hp_search.html


Web of Science Core Collection | Organization Search 

5Guidelines https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS534DR3/help/WOS/hs_organizations_enhanced.html

Searching the Organizations - Enhanced Field
Search for preferred organization names and/or their 
name variants from the Preferred Organization Index.

Organizations - Enhanced List
Select the search aid to go to the Organization-
Enhanced List where you can view and select preferred 
organization names and/or their variants.

1

2

3

14,000+ UNIFIED ORGANIZATIONS



Web of Science Core Collection | Author Search 

6Guidelines https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS534DR3/help/WOS/hp_author_search.html

Author Search BETA helps identify and retrieve all
documents by a particular author. Author Search helps
separate documents by different authors with the
same name.

The improved author search allows to submit
feedback on publication records, and allows authors
to claim and curate their author records.

Search by Author Name, with type-ahead functionality

Search by Web of Science ResearcherID or ORCiD

https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS534DR3/help/WOS/hp_author_search.html


Web of Science Core Collection | Advanced Search

7Guidelines https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS534DR3/help/WOS/hp_advanced_search.html

Field tags enable you to search 
data fields within a record.

Advanced Search enables you to 
form and combine search sets.

https://images.webofknowledge.com/WOKRS534DR3/help/WOS/hp_advanced_search.html
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All Database search
A topic search at the All Databases level helps discover
content in formats and document types across all
content sets.

A topic search at the All Databases level takes advantage of the specialized indexing systems of each specific resource (MeSH Terms in Medline, Taxonomic Data in BIOSIS, Class and 
Manual codes in Derwent etc.).

The Clarivate Analytics staff have mapped the specialized vocabularies from each of the different classification systems onto a common indexing backbone called Research Areas, 
which are broadly based on Web of Science Core Collection / Journal Citation Report classifications.

After a topic search at the All Databases level, you can refine by Research Areas and focus on content you are interested in without having to know the specialized vocabularies of 
each indexing system. For example, a topic search for "heart attack" pulls up more than 16,000 records, and if I refine by "Pathology" under Research Areas, I can go to those 
documents without having to know the specific MeSH terms those documents were indexed by.
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All Database search

E.g. Medline MeSH Terms and Chemical Terms

In cases where there is overlap between databases on the Web 
of Science platform—if the same article is indexed in Web of 
Science Core Collection, Medline, and BIOSIS Citation Index--a 
search at the All Databases level provides additional value with 
access to the article's metadata from each of those databases 
on the platform. 
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Refine Results

Refine your results 
Find Hot & Highly Cited 
Papers, top Subject 
Categories, Publication Years, 
and more. 

Sort results by:
• Publication Date (default)
• Times Cited,
• Usage Count
• Recently Added
• Source
• First Author
• Conference name

Discover and access trusted
peer-reviewed Open Access
with confidence.

Set up alerts



12Insert footer

Refine Results | Identify top papers in your topics 

Absolute Times Cited counts Highly Cited & Hot Papers
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Analyze results

Export Data

Group & rank records in a results set by
extracting data values from a variety of
fields.

• Find the most prevalent authors in a
particular field of study,

• Generate a list of institutions ranked
by record count

• Identify experts and potential
collaborators

• Identify career opportunities
• Identify important journals to follow
• Identify funding sources for your work



14Insert footer

Analyze results | Leverage citation

Identify experts and potential collaborators Identify career opportunities



15Insert footer

Create a Citation Report

CITATION PERFORMANCE STATISTICS

Calculate your H-indexFind out your publication & citation trend Check who is citing your work
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Journal Performance

Identify important journals to follow Identify journals to publish in

JOURNAL CITATION REPORTS ENDNOTE

Analyze and compare journals

mjl.clarivate.com
browse, search, and explore journals 
indexed in the Web of Science



17Insert footer

Identify funding sources for your work

Search the Funding Text Field and the Grant Number Field Identify funders
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Full Record

Access and store the full-text PDF with the free Kopernio
browser plugin.

Output Record: Print, E-Mail, Save to Endnote Online, Save
to EndNote Desktop, Save to FECYT-CVN, Save to InCites,
Save to Other File Formats, Save to RefWorks, Save to RD
File, Save to SD File

Navigate the citation network to find more relevant results

The Cited References count displays the number of documents cited by the
current record. Click the link to view the list of cited references. From there you
can view the full record of each cited reference. (Access to the full records of
cited references may be limited to your institution's subscription.)

The Times Cited count is the number of articles in the database that cite the
current article. Click the number to go to the list of citing articles.

The Usage Count is a measure of the level of interest in a
specific item on the Web of Science platform.

The count reflects the number of times the article has met a user’s information
needs as demonstrated by clicking links to the full-length article at the publisher’s
website (via direct link or Open-Url) or by saving the article for use in a
bibliographic management tool (via direct export or in a format to be imported
later).
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Navigate the Citation Network to find relevant results and track the evolvement of the topic over time 

Citation Network 

Cited
references

2014

2014

1997

2012

2013

2013

Citing
Documents 

(Times Cited)

2011

1984

1995

2015

Related
Records

All cited reference are captured, regardless
whether they are part of the index or not.

2015

2016

2017

2018
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Navigate the cited references for more relevant results

Cited References 
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Navigate the cited references for more relevant results

Cited References 
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Navigate the cited references for more relevant results

Cited References 
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Navigate the citing documents for more relevant results

Citing Documents 

Navigate directly to the citing
papers of the article and find the
latest research that was
influenced by it.

Citing papers reveal the uptake
of data, techniques and concepts
of this research.
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Navigate the citing documents for more relevant results

Citing Documents 

Navigate directly to the citing
papers of the article and find the
latest research that was
influenced by it.

Citing papers reveal the uptake
of data, techniques and concepts
of this research.
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Navigate the citing documents for more relevant results

Citing Documents 

Navigate directly to the citing
papers of the article and find the
latest research that was
influenced by it.

Citing papers reveal the uptake
of data, techniques and concepts
of this research.
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28Insert footer

Feed banks of results

Export Marked lists 



29Insert footer

Endnote

STORE AND ORGANIZE FULL TEXT 

EndNote OnlineEndNote



30Insert footer

Set up Alerts

SEARCH ALERT CITATION ALERT JOURNAL ALERT

The Search Alert is now available for 
all databases.



Web of Science Group retains all intellectual property rights in, and asserts rights of confidentiality over, all parts of its response submitted within this presentation. 
By submitting this response we authorise you to make and distribute such copies of our proposal within your organisation and to any party contracted directly 
to solely assist in the evaluation process of our presentation on a confidential basis. Any further use will be strictly subject to agreeing appropriate terms.

Vă mulțumesc! 
Adriana FILIP

Adriana.Filip@clarivate.com 

+ 44 7920 331891 

webofsciencegroup.com



CURSURI ONLINE |APRILIE

INREGISTRARE

ACCESEAZĂ ARTICOLE 
PRINTR-UN SINGUR CLIC CU 
PLUGINUL KOPERNIO 

Marți 28 aprilie, ora 16.00-16.45

Economisește timp accesând PDF-uri
cu pluginul gratuit Kopernio. Află totul
despre Kopernio și noile caracteristici:
opțiunea Premium, Kopernio în Web
of Science, beneficiile Kopernio
Institutional Dashboard pentru
bibliotecari, și multe altele!

https://clarivatesupport.webex.com/clarivatesupport/onstage/g.php?MTID=e7cb16a6bed739837b424c5915abf83aa


More resources
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YouTube Channel 
youtube.com/WoSTraining

LibGuides
clarivate.libguides.com/home

Librarian Toolkit 
View Toolkit

http://youtube.com/WoSTraining
http://clarivate.libguides.com/home
http://discover.clarivate.com/WOSG_Librarian_Toolkit

